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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Sparhawk Group (Sparhawk), in partnership with TDA Consulting, Inc. (TDA), developed and 
delivered the first Better Buildings Challenge Super Tech Training for Affordable Multifamily 
properties in March 2016.  The sessions were the result of a HUD Better Buildings Challenge (BBC) 
Technical Assistance Program request by Trinity Management and Housing Management Resources; 
both BBC partners. The goal was to provide building operations and maintenance staff with 
engaging training that would increase participant’s knowledge and offer practical and actionable 
opportunities to apply learning to capture energy and water savings.  On a broader level, Sparhawk 
sought to empower participants to be effective peer educators and advocates in working with 
tenants and management to optimize building operations. Two unique and critical elements of the 
training design were the opportunity to meet and learn from peers and the focus on hands-on 
learning in real buildings. 

The training was organized around the four primary building systems that impact energy: Domestic 
Hot Water (DHW), Lighting, Boilers and Heating, Ventilation and Building Envelope.  Each session 
was held in an Affordable Multifamily property and included tours of critical facility elements.  
Additional hands-on opportunities were provided through provision of technology samples and 
supporting documents. 

Sparhawk engaged Naomi Mermin, principal of Naomi Mermin Consulting (NMC), to provide 
expertise on adult learning theory and offer an independent evaluation of the curriculum 
development and delivery.   NMC supported Sparhawk in developing clear learning objectives, 
participant evaluation/feedback forms for each day of the training and a final survey (included in the 
final training’s evaluation/feedback form). At the close of each training day, the participant 
evaluation/feedback forms were administered independently of Sparhawk by TDA Consulting, Inc. 
See the Appendix for detailed outline of evaluation questions asked of participants at the end of each 
training day. NMC delivered summary data to Sparhawk after each training day, and elevated 
participant questions to Sparhawk, allowing the training team to provide immediate responses to 
participant’s content questions and to adjust any process/delivery issues discovered.   

NMC completed a full independent review of the final delivered curriculum, the four training 
modules, materials distributed and the four participant evaluation surveys.  Based on this 
independent review NMC notes the following outcomes and findings. 

Outcome 1: The team delivered an excellent training using the seven principles of adult learning 
and offering instruction that responds to the three primary adult learning styles.   

Outcome 2: The training was highly effective in engaging building level operations and 
maintenance personnel to save energy and water in multifamily affordable housing 
properties.   
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Outcome 3: Participants demonstrated increased knowledge and reported increased confidence 
in their ability to apply learning directly to their job. 

Finding 1: There is high demand for this training’s content and delivery method, and further 
opportunity to apply the training model to in-depth training on additional content areas.  A 
mechanism for on-going connection of building “Super Techs” to technical support that 
keeps them updated on technology advances and practical approaches to operations and 
maintenance is also in demand. 

Finding 2: Building technicians offer a unique and critical perspective that is extremely valuable 
to include when building management is engaging architects and engineers in designing new 
or retrofitting buildings. 

The evaluation concludes that the Super Tech training piloted in March 2016 by Sparhawk Group 
was well designed, well executed and impactful.  The training is ready to be customized, shared and 
promoted to additional participants.  The team should consider developing additional in-depth 
trainings responsive to participant’s demand and consider identifying a mechanism for on-going 
connection of the alumni of the trainings to continue to remain a community of excellence in 
building operation.   
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TRAINING OUTCOMES & FINDINGS 

OUTCOME 1 – PRINCIPLES OF ADULT LEARNING 

The team delivered an excellent training using the seven principles of adult learning and 
offering instruction that responds to the three primary adult learning styles.   

The original concept for the Super Tech training came from the trainer’s years of field experience 
working with building operators. Sparhawk’s training team is made up of experienced engineers 
specializing in delivering energy solutions to the affordable housing community.  The trainers 
recognized that the best engineering is only as good as the people who use and maintain the systems 
every day. The trainers also respect the value building technicians bring through experience and 
hands on knowledge of building systems.  Sparhawk identified a need to provide on-going practical 
training that responded to changes in building technology while also acknowledging the unique 
knowledge of building operators. Yet, there are significant barriers to engaging this population 
including a relative lack of interest by both operators and their management in taking time away 
from building operation and lack of confidence that training will be directly applicable and help with 
their specific and unique building operations.  

The training team was very intentional in reaching out to building management and operators, 
including them in the design and development of the training.  The trainers attempted to build an 
inclusive training that focuses on real world problem solving and directly engages the building 
operators as both co-teachers and learners by placing the training at real sites with access to the 
building systems for hands on learning. 

These elements are all fundamental to adult learning.  The following seven key principles of adult 
learning are adapted from the work of Malcom Knowles, considered a founder of the adult 
learning/training field. 

1. Adults must want to learn. 
2. Adults will learn only what they feel they need to learn. 
3. Adults learn by doing. 
4. Adult learning focuses on problems and problems must be realistic. 
5. Experience affects adult learning. 
6. Adults learn best in informal situations. 
7. Adults want information and guidance to make choices, not to be told what to do. 

The trainers surveyed and worked with management and building operators to identify key issues so 
the team could build a curriculum that was directly responsive to the managers and participants 
primary interests.  Learning objectives were developed for each session focused on what a learner 
would know and be able to do based on the session.  
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The training content was then built to ensure participants would be provided information in 
multiple formats, including direct hands on problem solving with real systems. The training ensured 
that is was responsive to all three adult learning styles – visual, auditory, and kinesthetic. Visual 
learners were presented with slides of information and systems, offered opportunities to view 
systems and components. Auditory learners were given opportunities to hear the information 
presented, explore the information through discussion and be direct contributors of information 
based on their own experience. Finally, the informal environment and the ability to view systems by 
walking through physical buildings and to touch and move components of the technology brought 
in for discussion made the training “hands-on”, responding to kinesthetic learners.  

The evaluations developed for each day also provided the opportunity for participants to 
anonymously identify issues of concern and areas that were not clear from the training.  Participants 
rarely accepted the offer of anonymity, adding their names and even emails to questions.  In 
addition, the daily questions were often asking for additional detail or greater depth and application 
of information to new circumstances, rather than seeking clarification of the content.  The quality of 
participant questions provided further evidence that participants were fully engaged and the training 
directly responded to the types of problems they faced and provided support and guidance for them 
to make good decisions. 

Evaluation comments from participants reinforced the strength of the training design with an 
overwhelming (100%) response they would recommend this training to a friend.  Several 
participants called out the value of the peer to peer exchange and the hands on components of the 
training.  

“I was really happy with the back and forth, today’s class was probably my favorite.” 

“Like the previous sessions, today was very informative, the material was great and more 
importantly everyone was engaged.” 

 “This was invigorating – real driving force to think in terms of continued and sustaining 
the effectiveness of equipment.”   

These participant’s comments help capture the positive impact of a learner driven training method.  

 

OUTCOME 2 – EFFECTIVE ENGAGEMENT OF BUILDING LEVEL PERSONNEL 

The training was highly effective in engaging building level operations and maintenance 
personnel to save energy and water in multifamily affordable housing properties.   

As noted earlier, the learning objectives were developed to focus on communicating applicable 
content to allow building technicians to improve operations with a focus on saving energy and 
water.  Each training day’s evaluation asked participant’s to rate their confidence in applying the 
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day’s learning to energy efficiency within their own buildings on a scale of one to five (one being 
least confident and five being most confident).  

Session I DHW: After today’s training how confident do you feel that you will be able to apply leaning to 
reduce energy usage in the buildings you manage?  

Session II Lighting & Benchmarking: After Today’s session how confident do you feel that you will be 
able to identify and implement lighting upgrades and controls to maximize energy savings? 

Session III Boiler and Heating: After today’s training how confident do you feel you will be able to 
manage your heating equipment (boilers, pumps, distribution), windows and simulation as a system to 
maximize energy efficiency? 

Session IV Ventilation and Building Envelope: After today’s training session how confident do you 
feel that you will be able to apply approaches learned to ventilation systems to maximize resident comfort 
and energy efficiency? 

The distribution of participant responses illustrated in Chart 1 below indicate the overall high 
confidence of participants in their ability to apply concepts learned during the training with 
participant responses consistently falling into the four or five rating (the averages for each training 
fell between 4.16 and 4.57). It is notable that there were only four neutral responses (3) and no low 
confidence (1,2) responses throughout the four training sessions. 
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Chart 1 - Participant Confidence in Application of  Day's Learning

Not Confident Less Confident Neutral More Confident Very Confident 
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OUTCOME 3 – DEMONSTRATED INCREASE IN PARTICIPANT KNOWLEDGE 
& CONFIDENCE 

Participants demonstrated increased knowledge and reported increased confidence in their 
ability to apply learning directly to their job. 

Self-assessment is recognized as the best tool for determining whether adult learners have acquired 
new knowledge and skills.  The evaluation design therefore included two self- assessment questions 
to specifically test knowledge gain.  The second question on each training day’s evaluation asked 
participants to assess their confidence regarding a very specific and unique area of knowledge 
acquisition set out in the learning objectives for that session on a scale of one to five. Unlike the first 
question which focused on energy efficiency broadly, the knowledge question targeted specific 
knowledge and required the participant to self-evaluate if they had acquired knowledge sufficient to 
accomplish an expected outcome.  

Concepts tested in evaluation design through the knowledge acquisition questions for each training 
were as follows.  

Session I – DHW: Apply learning to ensure occupant safety (no scalding/no legionnaires disease).  

Session II – Lighting & Benchmarking: Understand measurement of light source.  

Session III – Boiler and Heating: Address comfort complaints while minimizing adjustments to heating 
controls. 

Session IV – Ventilation and Building Envelope: Address moisture issues with ventilation. 

As illustrated in Chart 2 below, participant responses on confidence related to specific knowledge 
acquisition were very high, dominated by high confidence ratings of 4 and 5 and no low confidence 
ratings (1,2). 
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Chart 2 - Participant Confidence of  Knowledge Acquisition

Not Confident Less Confident Neutral More Confident Very Confident 
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The third question (second knowledge test question) on each evaluation asked, “What did you learn 
today (or refresh) that you will be able to apply in your job?  Please be as specific as possible.”   This open-ended 
question is designed to capture insight into specific knowledge acquisition and to identify the 
information/knowledge gain most likely to be implemented by participants. The typical response 
rates for an open-ended question is 40%.  As a survey designer one expects to have fairly low 
response and often with a negative response bias, i.e. only those who are unhappy take the time to 
write something.  In addition, the particular open-ended question used on the evaluation survey 
made a fairly heavy request of the respondent, i.e. to be specific and offered no reward other than 
knowing they were helping to improve the training.    

Remarkably, on three of the four days 100% percent of the participants completed the open ended 
question identifying specific learning they were prepared to apply to their job. On the remaining day, 
91% (21 of 23) did.  The volume and content of the responses was clear evidence of both strong 
engagement and significant knowledge gain amongst participants.  Many participants offered more 
than one specific piece of knowledge.  New technology that had been discussed in class and specific 
best practices regarding settings (temperature and timing) were the most common responses, 
followed by frequent “trouble shooting” (i.e. how to tweak existing system and when to go for an 
upgrade of equipment) or techniques for choosing between specific options (i.e. when and at what 
cost to use which lighting technology). 

 

FINDING 1 – HIGH DEMAND FOR TRAINING CONTENT AND DELIVERY 
METHOD 

There is high demand for this training’s content and delivery method, and further 
opportunity to apply the training model to in-depth training on additional content areas.  A 
mechanism for on-going connection of building “Super Techs” to technical support that 
keeps them updated on technology advances and practical approaches to operations and 
maintenance is also in demand. 

The question “Would you recommend this training to a friend” has been considered the “ultimate” 
question in customer satisfaction, marketing, employee satisfaction and increasingly in the training 
and education field.  It is the basis of the Net Promoter score regularly used in the business world to 
predict growth.  The reason the question proves so powerful relates to its ability to capture a much 
deeper and more complex psychological evaluation by the customer/participants.  As Frederick 
Reichheld, the academic most associated with the development and study of the Net Promoter score 
said in an early paper, “When customers act as references, they do more than indicate that they’ve received good 
economic value from a company; they put their own reputation on the line.”1 

                                                
1 Frederick F. Reichheld, “The One Number You Need to Grow,” Harvard Business Review (2003). 
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Fully 100% of respondents answered yes, they would recommend the training to a friend, many 
actually answered “absolutely” or further elaborated their enthusiasm.   As discussed earlier, a prime 
barrier to getting training to building operators is their own and their manager’s resistance to taking 
time away from building operations and critical staff offsite, and a lack of confidence that training 
will truly help them in their jobs.  This endorsement from both operators and managers is a strong 
indicator of the need and potential growth opportunity for this type of training.  

The evaluation asked one question on how to improve the training overall and a second question on 
what additional training participants would find useful.  There was very light response to the 
“improve training” question with most responses suggesting the program as delivered was great.  
The few responses that made a suggestion were consistent with the responses to the additional 
training question, a call for increased depth and time on building systems, more time and types of 
controls, and mechanisms for working more closely with management. 

 

FINDING 2 – VALUE IN BUILDING TECHNICIAN PERSPECTIVE 

Building technicians offer a unique and critical perspective that is extremely valuable to 
include when building management is engaging architects and engineers in designing new 
or retrofitting buildings. 

While not specifically tested through evaluation, the experience and knowledge of the participants 
was evident in participants’ responses.  The peer exchange was effective in helping to ensure 
engagement for the training but it also speaks to the wealth of knowledge of real world problems 
and potential solutions building operators can bring to management decisions regarding operations 
and upgrades.  Participants also quickly realized and began to include in comments the need to 
better connect their knowledge to decision makers in management, particularly when management is 
considering upgrades or new construction.  

As new technologies come into our building stock it will be increasingly critical to create 
opportunities to ensure building operators are updated and have best practice ready to apply.  
Including these critical players in design decisions and technology purchases also offers significant 
opportunity to improve building systems and operations. 
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CONCLUSION 

This pilot Super Tech Training delivered complete proof of concept.  The evaluation has found that 
this training was designed for and with building operators, focused on practical hands on learning 
with high peer to peer exchange.  The training resulted in strong participant engagement, knowledge 
gain and will support energy savings at the building level.  The evaluation further finds that there is 
strong demand for this type of training as well as additional training of this style that can go into 
greater depth on buildings systems and controls. 

The evaluation findings support broader deployment of this training and consideration of 
development of additional trainings based on this model. 
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APPENDIX – TRAINING EVALUATION FORMS  
	

Super	Tech	Training	-	Domestic	Hot	Water	(DHW)	

Participant	Evaluation	

March	22,	2016	

Please	answer	all	5	questions	below.		Your	answers	will	help	build	a	stronger	training.		

1. After	today’s	training	session	how	confident	do	you	feel	that	you	will	be	able	to	apply	learning	
to	reduce	energy	usage	in	the	buildings	you	manage?	

		1---------------------------2-------------------------3-------------------------4-------------------------5	

Not		 	 	 	 								No	more	or		 	 	 Very	Confident	
Confident	 	 	 								less	confident	
	

2. After	today’s	training	session	how	confident	do	you	feel	that	you	will	be	able	to	apply	learning	
to	ensure	occupant	safety	(no	scalding/no	legionnaires	disease)?	

		1---------------------------2-------------------------3-------------------------4-------------------------5	

Not		 	 	 	 								No	more	or		 	 	 Very	Confident	
Confident	 	 	 								less	confident	

	
3. What	did	you	learn	today	(or	refresh)	that	you	will	be	able	to	apply	in	your	job?	Please	be	as	

specific	as	possible.	
	

	

4. Based	on	today’s	training	topic	of	DHW,	do	you	have	questions	or	need	clarification	on	any	of	
the	areas	covered?		Is	there	a	problem	in	one	of	your	buildings	related	to	DHW	you	would	like	to	
ask	the	trainer	to	offer	additional	support	in	understanding	how	to	apply	the	day’s	lessons?	

	

	

	

5. Was	there	anything	about	today’s	training	–	information,	instructor,	venue-	which	was	not	
helpful	or	could	be	improved.	Please	give	us	as	specific	feedback	as	possible	so	we	can	improve	
at	each	session.	

	

	

Name	and	email	(optional)_________________________________________*	this	is	only	used	to	help	
the	instructor	respond	to	participant	questions	or	help	better	understand	comments.	Your	comments	will	
never	be	shared	or	associated	with	your	name	to	supervisors	or	others.	
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Super	Tech	Training	–	Lighting	and	Benchmarking	Training	

Participant	Evaluation	

March	24,	2016	

Please	answer	all	questions	below.		Your	answers	will	help	build	a	stronger	training.		

1. After	today’s	training	session	how	confident	do	you	feel	that	you	will	be	able	to	identify	and	
implement	lighting	upgrades	and	controls	to	maximize	energy	savings?	

		1---------------------------2-------------------------3-------------------------4-------------------------5	

Not		 	 	 	 								No	more	or		 	 	 Very	Confident	
Confident	 	 	 								less	confident	
	

2. After	today’s	training	session	how	confident	do	you	feel	that	you	understand	measurement	of	
light	source?	

		1---------------------------2-------------------------3-------------------------4-------------------------5	

Not		 	 	 	 								No	more	or		 	 	 Very	Confident	
Confident	 	 	 								less	confident	

	
3. What	did	you	learn	today	(or	refresh)	that	you	will	be	able	to	apply	in	your	job?	Please	be	as	

specific	as	possible.	
	

	

4. Based	on	today’s	training	topic	of	Lighting,	do	you	have	questions	or	need	clarification	on	any	of	
the	areas	covered?		Is	there	a	problem	in	one	of	your	buildings	related	to	Lighting	you	would	like	
to	ask	the	trainer	to	offer	additional	support	in	understanding	how	to	apply	the	day’s	lessons?	
	
	
	

5. Was	there	anything	about	today’s	training	–	information,	instructor,	venue-	which	was	not	
helpful	or	could	be	improved.	Please	give	us	as	specific	feedback	as	possible	so	we	can	improve	
at	each	session.	

	

	

Name	and	email	(optional)_________________________________________*	this	is	only	used	to	help	
the	instructor	respond	to	participant	questions	or	help	better	understand	comments.	Your	comments	will	
never	be	shared	or	associated	with	your	name	to	supervisors	or	others.	
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Super	Tech	Training	–	Boilers	and	Heating	

Participant	Evaluation	

March	29,	2016	

Please	answer	all	5	questions	below.		Your	answers	will	help	build	a	stronger	training.		

1. After	today’s	training	session	how	confident	do	you	feel	that	you	will	be	able	to	manage	your	
heating	equipment	(boilers,	pumps,	distribution),	windows	and	insulation	as	a	system	to	
maximize	energy	efficiency?	

		1---------------------------2-------------------------3-------------------------4-------------------------5	

Not		 	 	 	 								No	more	or		 	 	 Very	Confident	
Confident	 	 	 								less	confident	
	

2. After	today’s	training	session	how	confident	do	you	feel	that	you	will	be	able	to	work	with	site	
staff	to	address	comfort	complaints	while	minimizing	adjustments	to	heating	controls?	

		1---------------------------2-------------------------3-------------------------4-------------------------5	

Not		 	 	 	 								No	more	or		 	 	 Very	Confident	
Confident	 	 	 								less	confident	

	
3. What	did	you	learn	today	(or	refresh)	that	you	will	be	able	to	apply	in	your	job?	Please	be	as	

specific	as	possible.	
	

	

4. Based	on	today’s	training	topic	of	Boilers	and	Heating,	do	you	have	questions	or	need	
clarification	on	any	of	the	areas	covered?		Is	there	a	problem	in	one	of	your	buildings	related	to	
Boilers	or	Heating	you	would	like	to	ask	the	trainer	to	offer	additional	support	in	understanding	
how	to	apply	the	day’s	lessons?	

	

	

5. Was	there	anything	about	today’s	training	–	information,	instructor,	venue-	which	was	not	
helpful	or	could	be	improved.	Please	give	us	as	specific	feedback	as	possible	so	we	can	improve	
at	each	session.	

	

	

Name	and	email	(optional)_________________________________________*	this	is	only	used	to	help	
the	instructor	respond	to	participant	questions	or	help	better	understand	comments.	Your	comments	will	
never	be	shared	or	associated	with	your	name	to	supervisors	or	others.	
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Super	Tech	Training	–	Ventilation	and	Building	Envelope	and	Overall	

Participant	Evaluation	

March	31,	2016	

Please	answer	all	5	questions	below.		Your	answers	will	help	build	a	stronger	training.		

1. After	today’s	training	session	how	confident	do	you	feel	that	you	will	be	able	to	apply	
approaches	learned	to	ventilation	systems	to	maximize	resident	comfort	and	energy	efficiency?	

		1---------------------------2-------------------------3-------------------------4-------------------------5	

Not		 	 	 	 								No	more	or		 	 	 Very	Confident	
Confident	 	 	 								less	confident	
	

2. After	today’s	training	session	how	confident	do	you	feel	that	you	will	be	able	to	address	
moisture	issues	with	ventilation?	

		1---------------------------2-------------------------3-------------------------4-------------------------5	

Not		 	 	 	 								No	more	or		 	 	 Very	Confident	
Confident	 	 	 								less	confident	

	
3. What	did	you	learn	today	(or	refresh)	that	you	will	be	able	to	apply	in	your	job?	Please	be	as	

specific	as	possible.	
	

	

4. Based	on	today’s	training	topic	of	Ventilation	and	Building	Envelope,	do	you	have	questions	or	
need	clarification	on	any	of	the	areas	covered?		Is	there	a	problem	in	one	of	your	buildings	
related	to	Ventilation	or	Building	Envelope	you	would	like	to	ask	the	trainer	to	offer	additional	
support	in	understanding	how	to	apply	the	day’s	lessons?	

	

	

5. Was	there	anything	about	today’s	training	–	information,	instructor,	venue-	which	was	not	
helpful	or	could	be	improved.	Please	give	us	as	specific	feedback	as	possible	so	we	can	improve	
at	each	session.	

	

	
	

6. Based	on	all	4	trainings	sessions,	do	you	have	questions	or	need	clarification	on	any	of	the	areas	
covered	-	Domestic	Hot	Water,	Boilers	and	Heating,	Ventilation	and	Building	Envelope,	and	
Lighting	-?	
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7. Having	completed	all	4	sessions	can	you	tell	us	if	there	were	any	elements	of	the	curriculum	or	
training	format	which	were	not	helpful	or	could	be	improved.		

	

	

8. Would	you	recommend	this	training	to	a	friend?	
	

	

9. What	follow	on	training	would	you	be	most	interested	in?	
	

	

	

Additional	Comments:	

	

	

	

	

	

Name	and	email	(optional)_________________________________________*	this	is	only	used	to	help	
the	instructor	respond	to	participant	questions	or	help	better	understand	comments.	Your	comments	will	
never	be	shared	or	associated	with	your	name	to	supervisors	or	others.	

	

	

	

  

 


